The Modern Process of Refuse Destruction.
Strictly speaking the modern refuse destructor consists ?of three parts, performing three distinct operations, that of drying the refuse, that of burning proper, and that of cremating the products of combustion of the furnace, raising them to the temperatures mentioned above. It is usual to arrange that the three operations are performed consecutively, and by the ordinary working of the apparatus, the three parts forming one compact apparatus. Apparatus intended for hospital use necessarily differ in some respects from those intended for ordinary town's refuse. The quantities to be dealt with are much smaller even in the largest hospital, to those in the case of even small towns.
On the other hand, the substances to be dealt with are sometimes different. Town's refuse varies very largely from day to day, and often from that of hospitals. It It is very easy, with modern appliances, to raise steam from water and to give the steam any temperature, and any other physical properties that may be desired. Steam will also give up its heat to other bodies very readily, , and then only presents a very small quantity of substance to be got rid of, when it has assumed the liquid form. On ? the other hand, to use air it is necessary to deal with very much larger quantities to perform the same work, and air does not deliver its heat so readily to other objects as steam. The operation of air is complicated, in many instances, by how much moisture it contains, the heat that should have been devoted to raising the temperature of another body being sometimes devoted to converting the water it carries into vapour, not necessarily steam proper, but absorbing a large quantity of heat. In the next article the writer will explain how the different properties described have been made use of in the construction and working of disinfecting apparatus. 'ihi 
